Anti-Doping Policy of England Boxing

England Boxing supports the fight against doping in sport.

England Boxing’s anti-doping policy is as follows: all members of England Boxing as defined in the England Boxing Limited Articles of Association, together with any athlete or athlete support personnel forming part of or associated with an England Boxing delegation to an AIBA competition (whether or not they are also a member of England Boxing), are required to abide by and will, by virtue of their membership of England Boxing or participation in an England Boxing delegation (as appropriate), be treated as bound by:

- The UK Anti-Doping Rules; and
- The AIBA Anti-Doping Rules (which, in the event of any inconsistency, shall prevail).

Infringements of these Rules will be addressed and sanctioned in accordance with those Rules, and may also be considered to be a violation of the England Boxing Code of Conduct giving rise to separate disciplinary measures.

England Boxing also reserves the right to refuse membership to any person who infringes the above Rules.
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